ENERGY INTELLIGENCE PREMIUM
Curated news and analysis on the issues shaping the global energy landscape
Track and understand key developments across the global energy markets, with our highly focused news, incisive analysis and
differentiated insights. Energy Intelligence Premium helps clients understand what’s moving the energy markets, with our daily highlevel overview of essential news and our weekly deep-dive memo on emerging trends.

WHY CHOOSE ENERGY INTELLIGENCE PREMIUM?
1.

Our actionable intelligence, which is based on a wide range of primary sources, helps
clients closely monitor key developments across the global energy landscape and make
informed business decisions

2.

Our ability to identify emerging trends – such as the falling costs of critical low-carbon
technologies, fundamental shifts in Middle East geopolitics, and the emergence of a
more flexible global LNG market – often before they become mainstream, helps clients
anticipate changing customer demands

3.

Our status as an official Opec Secondary Source for monthly crude production volumes,
gives clients added confidence when using our reporting and analysis

4.

Our global, collaborative approach reveals market drivers and risks from across the
energy value chain by delivering an integrated view of oil markets, LNG, competitive
intelligence, risk and energy transition

“Energy Intelligence Premium
helps you safeguard your most
precious asset – time. Our daily
email alerts monitor risks and
opportunities as they emerge,
and our weekly analytical
memo breaks down the most
important strategic themes
facing the energy industry.”
Alex Martinos
Editor, Energy Intelligence Premium

ENERGY INTELLIGENCE PREMIUM FEATURES

News &
Analysis

• Oil market fundamentals – proprietary Opec/ non-Opec production assessments with benchmarking against key
agency balances and forecasts, plus crude oil loadings, US imports/ exports, Chinese demand, global inventories
• Global oil markets, including the latest developments in the Americas, the Middle East, Russia, Europe, Africa and Asia
• Global gas news, market trends and LNG intelligence, including details on new production capacity, and analysis of
key corporate and commercial dynamics
• Oil and gas corporate strategies, including key announcements, partnerships, and investment decisions
• The low-carbon energy transition, covering policy and regulations, strategy and finance, technology and industry
solutions
• The latest geopolitical developments, and political and regulatory moves impacting the oil and gas industry in the US
and worldwide

Weekly
Memo

• A concise report which delves deeper into an industry trends to determine the driving forces behind them
and highlight the potential real-life implications for your business
• Alongside each weekly memo, access a collection of further research reports providing further analytical depth

CONTACT US
Find out how Energy Intelligence Premium can help you and your business, by speaking with a member of our commercial team:
Geoff Wright
New York
+1 646 616 0836
gwright@energyintel.com

Sam Ghrairi
London
+44 (0)20 7518 2244
sghrairi@energyintel.com

Ahmed Eissa
Middle East & Africa
+971 (4) 364 2610
aeissa@energyintel.com

Anurag Joshi
Singapore
+65 6538 0363
ajoshi@energyintel.com

